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seeing, believing

by lazulisong

**Summary**

Shen Qingqiu doesn't realize how much he watches Luo Binghe until he doesn't have to hide it any more.

**Notes**

friendship is when you get a text 2am the other person's time deliriously asking you for a fic and you just sleepily respond "Oyes" and then wake up the morning and have to check to see if you didn't dream the entire exchange lmao

See the end of the work for more notes

Shen Qingqui doesn't realize how much time he spends staring at Luo Binghe until he can do it openly. He's so used to hiding his face behind his fan so nobody will notice.

It turns out that Shen Qingqui watches Luo Binghe all the time, to the extent that he's embarassed about it. Even if it's his own husband, it feels weirdly shameful to want to watch him do everything -- writing and sparring, threatening demons with his fangs dropped down in a threat display that never fails to make even the most arrogant demon lords cower. He watches him folding clothes and making their bed. He watches him lounge on his great throne like a sleepy, bored lion waiting for something
to show weakness. He watches him in the mirror as he puts up Shen Qingqui's hair and fusses over his sash and belt with every evidence of artistic enjoyment.

He watches him -- well.

Sometimes that's when he has to close his eyes, but then he feels Luo Binghe, close as his own skin, and maybe that's even better.

One night he wakes to the cry of cicadas and blinks his eyes open with an effort. He stares in the darkness for a moment and then looks down at Luo Binghe -- or at least, at the tangle of curls and waves buried into Shen Qingqui's chest. Luo Binghe's broad shoulders are hunched up, his legs tucked in tight, in an effort to fit in Shen Qingqui's arms the way he had when he was much smaller but still shameless about getting Shen Qingqui to dote on him.

He cards his finger through the soft mass of Luo Binghe's curls. Luo Binghe stirs a little, pressing close to his hand. "Oh, Binghe," sighs Shen Qingqui. "What is this teacher to do with you?"

Luo Binghe doesn't respond, deep in trustful sleep, but Shen Qingqui can easily imagine him getting closer, saying, "Love me -- love me more ---". His arms tighten around him in a sudden spasm of tenderness.

Luo Binghe stirs. He rubs his head against Shen Qingqui's shoulder and Shen Qingqui pushes his hair away from his face. Somehow, impossibly, he manages to cuddle closer to Shen Qingqui and smiles in his sleep.

Shen Qingqui can see the barest hint of fang exposed. It gleams like a seed pearl in the moonlight and Shen Qingqui wishes he dared to touch it. But if he does, Luo Binghe will wake up, and shamelessly demand more -- and they've got a lot to do in the morning.

Shen Qingqui closes his eyes. Tomorrow, he can look his fill again.

End Notes

oh boy this week has continued to be fun but NEXT WEEK i am ON VACATION and spending four days at my parents' house and doing nothing but possibly throwing balls for Local Dumbass (...her name is not actually Local Dumbass but when a dog chases two skunks in less than two weeks ...) and taking naps in the orchard!!!!! I was hoping to leave my laptop at home but it looks like I'll be doing WangXian edits down there, hoping to get it out next week or the week after? It's ... very long ... and someone pointed out something that is going to make it Even Longer.

as always I appreciate comments and kudos (almost typed komments and cudos, clearly I need that vacation lmao) but do or not do, look into your heart and decide the amount of spoons you have to spend. if that amount is zero, that is totally okay. drink a water, take your meds, get some sleep.

Please drop by the archive and comment to let the author know if you enjoyed their work!